Event
Time
1145 AA Alarm, approaching Dover 12 German planes spotted under heavy fire
from shore and ships at anchor. After dropping their bombs at the ships the planes flew off.
1151 In Deal /a town some 10 km from Dover/
1153 AA Alarm sounded by sirens.
AA Alarm is ordered on board.
An English fighter flying over us and Deal comes mistakenly under heavy
fire by French destroyers moored in Deal.
1210 AA Alarm is rescinded.
1225 Enter the port of Dover.
AA Alarm in port.
AA Alarm is ordered on board ship.
1245 Tie up with our port side to D63 which is by the fuelling tender “War
Sepoy”
1250 AA Alarm is rescinded.
1330 D63 departs, start taking fuel.
During the whole afternoon there is lively activity by our own aircraft.
In total some 70 planes have flown by. One squadron consisted of 20
bombers and 8 fighters.
Direction Calais, Dunkirk.
1640 Fuelling completed.
1800 Raise anchor, leave port.
Entering Dover: destroyer and escort vessel, on board approx. 1000
soldiers evacuated from Belgium.
Close to Deal we met 2 tugs towing open boats filled with English soldiers
proceeding in the direction of Dover.
1805 Received orders to join HMS Vega and patrol in the vicinity of Kwint
Bank buoy.
2132 Spot HMS Vega by Midelkerke Bank.
2140 Enter tracking order behind HMS Vega and start patrolling.
0443 On bearing 62° are observed 2 destroyers and 2 Type M patrol vessels.
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0520
0529
0534
0544
0705

0715
0720

Noted the bow of a wreck protruding above the surface. It’s the English
destroyer HMS Wakeful sunk by a torpedo. On bearing 220° observed 4
patrol vessels 1 destroyer HMS Grafton, the stern is very low in the water
probably damaged by a torpedo.
AA Alarm, observed two planes bearing 270°. One of the destroyers
opened fire.
AA Alarm rescinded.
AA Alarm, observed one plane bearing 100° identified as English. HMS
Vega fired on it by mistake.
AA Alarm rescinded.
HMS Vega turns hard to starboard.
Noted 25 – 50 m ahead of ORP Błyskawica the track of a torpedo. Bear to
starboard. HMS Vega is searching for the submarine. Having gained
speed we drop 4 depth charges in a cross pattern.
In total we drop 8 bombs.
AA Alarm. We hear the sound of an engine. Height 500 m.
AA Alarm. The plane is identified as English.

Comment

Circling with HMS Vega in the area where attacked by the enemy
submarine West Hinder buoy.
0840 Heard the sound of an engine above the ship /cloud base is below 1500 m./
AA Alarm. Observed 1 enemy aircraft. The plane goes into a dive and
drops 2 bombs which explode 100 m astern. It returns strafing the ship
with its machine guns, several rounds hit the base of the range finder on
the battle bridge and one damages the magazine of the Lewis machinegun.
A large number of rounds fall 50 m ahead of the bow. We opened fire on
the plane …………

